In the manuscript, we discuss the decision-making management of groundwater environment system based on Bayesian network. A stable ecological environment system has created the advantageous external environment for the general economy system that enables the social economy system the normal operation. Otherwise, the social economy system normal operation and science and technology development for the ecological environment protection, as well as the adjustment, as the improvement, the restructuring ecological environment system has provided the essential condition. . Only then the two coordinated development that can guarantee humanity's survival and the development. Bayesian network structure of the learning methods are generally divided into based on the independence of the test method and based on the score search method. Decision-makers should analyze attribute values of alternatives and select the appropriate level of expectation by treating the expected performance of programs as objectively and objectively as possible, that is flexibility of the expected level determination is by no means arbitrary and it must be based on the predictive calculation of the attribute values of the alternatives and the reasonable assumptions of their distribution characteristics. Based on the verification of the experiment, the performance of the proposed model is tested.
INTRODUCTION
The ground water environment is one develops and the evolved entity unceasingly and in the different time interval, the physical geography, geological structure and the humanity moves the intensity under the influence. The ground water environment displays obvious difference. When the energy and material exchange between the open system and the environment occurs, the system will likely move from a near-equilibrium state to a nonequilibrium state, and due to the energy consumption of the system due to the irreversible process and the "dissipative structure" in time and space, the information entropy of the dissipative structure system can reflect the order degree of the system, and the trend of entropy change of the system can be used to judge the evolution direction of system and the evolution of the groundwater environment system is consistent with the dissipative structure. APPR index method is introduced earlier in our country from abroad of groundwater environmental vulnerability evaluation method, since the 1998 introduction of our country, to develop our country groundwater environmental vulnerability evaluation research work has played a positive role from following aspects.
o For groundwater environmental monitoring of the water quality is generally by the artificial method of combining the process of sampling and laboratory analysis. Acquisition of groundwater samples will need to use underground water sampler and sampling pump. o The monitoring of water level is the most basic and important aspect of the groundwater monitoring project. If the underground water level of the artificial measurement to adopt the draft electrical contact suspension or other measurement methods. o The ground water pilot is the method which and is automatic through the artificial extraction flows out the ground, and then according to its water leakage way respectively different that surveys the method through the open canal current capacity and the pipeline that carries on the water volume reckoning. o When the water temperature of the groundwater monitoring, to require the use of all kinds of the digital thermometer, for measuring temperature independently should use platinum semiconductor and so on. In the process of the practical application, it is best to measure the water temperature sensor and other sensors, the combination of type and form multiple parameters of water quality sensors. A stable ecological environment system has created the advantageous external environment for the social economy system that enables the social economy system the normal operation. Otherwise, the social economy system normal operation and science and technology development for the ecological environment protection, as well as the adjustment, as the improvement, the restructuring ecological environment system has provided the essential condition. Only then the two coordinated development that can guarantee humanity's survival and the development. Between them the interdependence prompts us while once the ecological environment system is destructed, not prompt protects, the adjustment, the improvement and restructuring can suppress the basic social productive forces level the development, even causes it to back up that causes the social economy system with difficulty normal operation. Complex system survival decision-making research is how to maintain the survival of the system problem. When the system does not survive, we will need to consider how the system as soon as possible to restore the survival and ability to survive. There are two possible situations in which the system does not survive. One is that the system does not exist, and the survivability is the decision-making objective. The decision maker wants the system to achieve the goal of survival. The other is that the system originally survived, while the reason for this is that if the system suddenly changes or the decision maker abruptly changes the requirements for survival and the system will suddenly change and no longer exist, as the decision maker then considers whether the system can survive and how to recover as soon as possible. Under this basis, this paper proposes the paradigm for the decision-making management of the groundwater environment system based on the Bayesian network. In the figure one, we show the groundwater environment system organization.
Figure 1. Groundwater Environment Demonstration

THE BAYESIAN NETWORK MODEL
Bayesian network structure learning is a basic NP problem, in practice, people mainly through the heuristic method to obtain the approximate optimal network structure. Bayesian network structure of learning methods are generally divided into based on the independence of the test method and based on the score search method. The so-called stochastic collection, is refers to the value for the set stochastic unit is in the theory of probability the random variable (or stochastic vector) the concept promotion. When the stochastic collection value is a finite value is called the stochastic finite set. The stochastic collection may take the incomplete information one of its objects of study, namely: But did not care about whether objective things oneself did determine, the boundary is whether clear, only cared about the policy-maker has known how many to the thing, because the subjective and objective condition limit, knowledge lacking, the primary policy-maker obtains the information usually has the imperfection, the uncertainty, gathers the data usually has the inaccuracy, the non-uniformity, thus produces in policy-maker's mind purely is in the subjective understanding the uncertainty, sometimes this kind of subjective uncertainty performance is "in the understanding fuzziness".
As shown above as formula one, we define the Bayesian architecture,
is the term that should be considered for the further optimization. Using the sample observations, therefore, how to determine a Bayesian network structure and the local conditional probability distribution of each variable, and that they can appropriately, said the conditions of the independent relationship between variables is the core in the study of Bayesian network, namely Bayesian network structure learning and parameter learning Bayesian network.
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As shown in the equation 2 and 3, the Bayesian logic flow is presented, the latter uses a certain grading rule to score the highest network structure in the candidate network space as the optimal network structure. The advantage of this method is that the process is simple and standardized, and the learning efficiency is the higher under the dense network structure, the class algorithm is often due to the use of climbing search strategy cannot find the optimal network structure and the challenge can be transferred as formula 4.
It is well known, the K2 algorithm has 2 prerequisites is must give the node beforehand the order and each node father node integer upper limit, the K2 algorithm has the extremely outstanding study performance in this foundation. But, these 2 prerequisite is unable satisfiedly in very many situations, this gave the K2 algorithm the application to cause the difficulty. So low efficiency has been the main problems of the SA in order to solve this problem, scholars have put forward many improved algorithm, the basic SA gradually from theory to practical application. In the improved algorithm, the high temperature phase perturbation model traversal solution space is to ensure that the ability of SA eventually be able to find the global optimal solution of one of the key factors. In the figure 2 and 3, we show the primary architecture of the related issues as well. The search space for this construction method is continually expanding and it is necessary to determine that which operation is performed on the current state. This will increase the computer learning time and since the direction of changing the direction of the operation to be broken down into two steps, first in the figure to change the direction to remove the edge, and then increase in the opposite direction of the edge as follows.
For the further step, it can be optimized as follows.
When the source node initiates the correspondence to the goal node that appraises opposite party node the confidence level and the confidence level including direct credible value and indirect credible value as the direct credible value is refers: When between source node and goal node connected, the source node also may through other middle nodes and the goal node correspondence, therefore, when appraisal goal node credible value, the source node needs to refer to these middle nodes about the goal node credible value, namely indirect credible value. SA's starting point is based on the statistical physics of the solid substance of the similarity between the annealing process and the combinatorial optimization problem. The SA from a certain initial temperature, with the decrease of temperature parameters, combined with the Metropolis underwent jump feature, the probability of the random search in the solution space the global optimal solution of the objective function as follows. is the parameter set. The Bayes network parameter, namely each node probability distribution, is generally obtains through the data analysis, sometimes also may obtain directly from the question characteristic. The Bayes network may act according to the prior probability computation probability aposteriori which can be shown as the figure 4. The network model divides into according to the study way has the teacher instruction and the non-teacher instructs two kinds, has the teacher to instruct the study to need to prepare to train the data, acts according to the input, the output mapping relations adjustment weight in the training process. The non-teacher instructs the study not to need the general extra training data, the network through from organization's way to the data-in classification. The non-teacher instructs the study the network architecture to conform to the basic human brain characteristic. At the same time, although the characteristic integer is limited, but each kind of characteristic forms the combination characteristic is infinite, not impossible to provide trains data covering all characteristic models, in the figure 5, we show the model architecture. According to the needs of information processing, real-time change of the number of neurons in the neural network and the neural network topology structure, thus improve the performance of the neural network has become a hotspot in current researches. Neural network structure design method at present basically has the following kinds.
o The growth method starts with a small-scale network structure while during the training process as the structural complexity is gradually increased according to the network performance requirements until the performance requirements are met. o Pruning method, in contrast to the network growth method, the initial mass of a given primary contain redundant nodes network structure, and then as gradually in the process of the training to remove the unnecessary node or weight, reduce the complexity of the network, to improve generalization ability. o Collects the test, as mainly determines the final structure through the training and the analysis different network architecture performance prepares the method which esteems is had overlapping verification. When the input samples belong to multiple classes, n-dimensional space will show a number of cluster-like distribution characteristics. Each cluster represents a type the cluster is the type of cluster center. Membership of the sample is determined by comparing the distance of the cluster center with the given threshold as follows.
Where the is the delivery term, in the process of learning the parameters of the neural network is a dynamic change, the value is greater than the preset values when a neuron is the neuron as a fulcrum, increase one by one between the neurons connected with the lower layer as branches, thus promote the changing structure of the neural network as follows. According to the rules of learning, by the repeated study, the input mode to identify each input mode in the feature, and self-organization, recognition results output in the competition based on the following standard. 
THE PROPOSED DECISION MAKING PARADIGM AND VERIFICATION
Many of the rough set theory are applied to classification, upper approximation, lower approximation and the other concepts is its core content data reduction is their most important applications. Most of the rough set methods only classify the individuals in the positive region, and the negative region and the boundary region are processed by transforming them into other positive regions of decision or knowledge. Data reduction is usually to maintain a positive region, while ignoring other regions. In the inconsistent decision system, the reduction which the extremely few reduction algorithms obtain is the Pawlak rough collection reduction, the majority of the reduction algorithm is all not the Pawlak rough collection reduction. The general decision-making in the ordinary circumstances was not considered is one kind of independent rough collection model, but because obtains with the Skowron difference matrix related reduction algorithm in the reduction ordinary circumstances all is general policy-making reduction. Generally, when general construction multi-objective decision making model, to in the policy-making matrix various attribute value, often gives a definite value to have to give a set of intervals value to be much more difficult than. Regarding an actual decision system, after a concrete policymaking plan implementation, because receives each kind of some uncertainty factor the influence, the system consequence is frequently the change, and does not have the definite value. In collected and analyzes had in the information foundation, unifies the effective computational method and the forecast method may give various attribute value in the scope. In view of the fact that the actual system is many uncertainty factor influences, also for the practical goal, may think various attributes in it in the scope are the stochastic values.
In the rough set theory, a reduction of information system is to find the sample set without contradiction in the sample, the attributes of the tube, each attribute changes will affect the knowledge of changes in particle size and some approximate classification results. Extracting knowledge from the information system is to remove the knowledge from the complex knowledge representation, get the knowledge of "different degree of simplicity", that is, knowledge of different granularity. Decision-makers should analyze attribute values of the alternatives and select the appropriate level of expectation by treating the expected performance of programs as objectively and objectively as possible, that is, the flexibility of the expected level determination is by no means arbitrary and it must be based on the predictive calculation of the attribute values of the alternatives and the reasonable assumptions of their distribution characteristics.
Figure 6. The Logic Cycle of the Decision Making Systems
For some simple chance-constrained models, the traditional approach is to transform the chance constraint into an equivalent deterministic constraint based on a known confidence level, but for a more complex chanceconstrained model, it often encounters a number of the different distribution types. The combination of random variables, at which point the probability of these complex combinations of specific values must not be easy. For this case, we will integrate the prior mentioned model for solution.
The ground water environment background value is the environment characteristic quota reflected that as reflected in the ground water various essential factors evolve and the development intrinsic process and the characteristic along with the natural environment existence and the development. Its concept dispute mainly lies in it completely hasn't received whether certainly the humanity on the behalf of the research area to move the influence the natural ground water quality condition which should contain the following parts.
 Obtains the primitive monitor data using the sensor, the sensor is monitor essential equipment and so on the water level, water quality, uses physics or chemistry method, transforms the data parameter is advantageous for the survey signal, by data acquisition equipment read data.  Automatic sampler collecting water samples, automatic sampling is used in water samples, which can be programmed to collecting water conditions, such as the automatic sampler collecting water samples collected cycle sampling is used in the water samples, which can be programmed to collecting water conditions, such as acquisition cycle, can also according to the data collector to control samples. After collecting water samples were sealed by some artificial back to the lab for analysis can get complete monitoring data that can also according to the data collector to control samples. After collecting water samples were sealed by artificial back to the lab for analysis can get complete monitoring data.  The parameters of the data and the data can be transmitted to the data center by means of the general communication. Data centers are equipped with modem devices, data centers to dial every other period of time, with the data center to communicate and connect to read the collected data.  Data collector sensor data, data collector multiple sensor data are unified, after data transmission over a communications line to the data center. Collector in addition to the acquisition of basic monitoring parameters and the state of the system parameters, and the data will also be stored in the non-volatile memory and increase data reliability. Because of the formation, movement and evolution of the groundwater there is a close relationship between water and surface water. It is the result of interaction between water and the surrounding medium (atmosphere, biosphere and lithosphere) in the long historical process and the water chemical composition is different, so the groundwater environment background value has spatial difference and time difference. Spatial variability is mainly due to the different environmental background values of different environmental units. Because of the mobility of the groundwater and the heterogeneity of some water medium, the elements of the same unit internal environment will show the characteristics of local differences and gradual changes. The range value and at the same time, influenced by hydrology, meteorology and so on, the physical and chemical elements of groundwater have certain changes with time that is the time difference. The ground water environment background value has the spatial difference and the time difference, had reflected in the ground water various essential factors evolve and the development intrinsic process and the characteristic along with the natural environment existence and the development, therefore the ground water environment background value is a sector scope value, the solution process must consider this characteristic fully. For example, the mean value law obtains the background value is the mean value adds and subtracts a standard deviation, the background value which the sectional drawing law obtains takes the component content scope which two outside enveloping curves expressed but uses the mean value, the mode value and so on the independent value represents the background value and so on the similar method is only inaccurate. In addition, the environment background value also with factors and so on research area test level related, for example because the test method and the instrument pick out limit differently, the identical local identical essential factor ground water environment background value possibly has the deviation. Urban water environment system is composed of natural circulation system and that the social circulation system, it was based on the human elements of the urban environment system that is a kind of incomplete, the fragile ecological environment system which is an extremely complex and dynamic system of giant system at all levels, between each subsystem and each factor is a kind of three-dimensional networks linked to each other, mutual penetration, the relationship between and combined into a complete system of the structure, system and continuous, powerful, high efficiency of material flow with energy flow of the movement to give full play to the function of the system. In essence, the water environment capacity is determined by the structure of the water environment system. It is an objective property of the water environment system. It is the performance of the water environment system and the external material input and output, energy exchange, information feedback ability and self-regulation ability from the following perspectives.
 Urban water environment system is similar to biological immune system's environment. The biological immune system is a full of the various old and new viruses, bacteria, fungi, parasites, pathogens such as biological world, the city of water environment system because of its social cycle and constantly under the influence of human and destruction, of all kinds of natural change and the large amount of general pollutants produced by human activity are discharged into urban water environment system.  Similar to the city water environment system and the role of the natural immune system. The immune system structure to complete the prevention and elimination of many bacteria through innate immunity and some adaptive immunity. The water environment system through the hydrological cycle itself has a natural immunity, pollutant intrusion to a certain degree and this can play a normal function.  The biological function of the immune system is mainly to distinguish itself from the harmful and nonself, and can damage and repel harmful non-self, while the composition of their own can form immune tolerance, rejection does not occur in order to maintain the body's autoimmune stability the task of the urban water environment system is to identify the attacking activities of the water environment system timely and accurately, and to take timely and effective response measures to ensure water system.
Based on this perspective and the former modelling, we can finalize the proposed model as follows.
(1) The urban water environment system is a multi-element, multi-medium and multi-layer artificial complex system. It is necessary to analyze the elements composition, structure and functions of the urban water environment system, reveal the water environment and regional population, economy, resources, environment and economy as based on the internal operating mechanism between the urban water system and the establishment of the wide-area environment between the input and output of the functional flow model. (2) With the help of the natural immune system mechanism, can build immune of water environment simulation system. The system of the trunk is sustainable urban water environmental system its body is respectively play the immune surveillance, immune recognition and immune tolerance, immune regulation, etc. how to improve the detection performance of water environmental system, the system robustness adaptability as dynamic defensive and protective force is the main purpose of the system simulation. (3) To improve the rate of sewage treatment or sewage treatment can improve the immune function of water environment; the implementation of water ecological engineering can improve the adaptive immune capacity of water environment; robust development of the theory and technology of water treatment and water treatment investment funds increased can enhance immunity of water environment. The water environment system took a complex large-scale system, needs to carry on the coordination control to the overall immunity network system. Speaking of the government department, needs to establish the one whole set standard control management system, and through method adding water environment and so on the policy and price release lever carries on the regulates effectively. Regarding the general populace, must raise people's saving water consciousness and environmental protection consciousness, the adding water environment carries on comprehensively the protection and the restoration as the follows. 
CONCLUSION
In the manuscript, we discuss the decision-making management of groundwater environment system based on Bayesian network. A stable ecological environment system has created advantageous external environment for the social economy system that enables the social economy system the normal operation. Otherwise, the social economy system normal operation and science and technology development for the ecological environment protection, as well as the adjustment, as the improvement, the restructuring ecological environment system has provided the essential condition. Only then the two coordinated development that can guarantee humanity's survival and the development. Bayesian network structure of learning methods are generally divided into based on the independence of the test method and based on the score search method. The so-called stochastic collection, is refers to the value for the set stochastic unit is in the theory of probability the random variable (or stochastic vector) the concept promotion. With the proper combination of the mentioned models,
